WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE GLOBAL HUB

Thank you for collaborating with us in 2021! We're celebrating:

- The 2021 Virtual Annual Meeting welcomed hundreds of international attendees participating in over 20 hours of sessions.

- A new focus on incorporating DEI into Alliance operations and project work, generously supported by the David and Lucile Packard Foundation.

- The launch of the FIP Guidelines revision project and establishment of its collective action working group.

- The election of five new Alliance Board members who bring diverse expertise and experience to the organization's leadership and advisement.

- The establishment of the new Alliance Global Hub: 100+ member organizations representative of NGOs, businesses, and subject experts working on responsible seafood.

HAVE YOU READ OUR LATEST BLOG?

The Alliance convened in conversation at the end of 2021 to talk social audits and alternatives that can better ensure effective human rights due diligence and respect for seafood workers.

Our latest blog dives in.

STAY IN THE LOOP

Sign up for the Alliance newsletter.
2021 PROJECTS

FIP GUIDELINES
2021 saw the convening of the FIP Guidelines Revision project Working Group, which now has near-final language on the social responsibility, financial responsibility and Basic & Comprehensive FIPs sections of the document. Network meetings and surveys were also delivered in Bahasa, English and Spanish.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Alliance focus this year has been on building partnerships with human and labor rights experts to begin bridging the gap between the environmental and social fields. Several social responsibility discussions were held throughout the year and Darren Mitchell (FISH Safety Foundation) brings additional capacity and expertise to the Alliance Board.

VISION
After the Global Hub identified a renewed vision for our community as a top work priority, the Alliance fundraised for the project thanks to generous support from our funders with work set to begin on the Vision in 2022. In 2023, the Alliance is also funded to build on this work by setting expectations and guidance for companies.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION
This year the Alliance was accepted into the Packard-funded Equity Cohort which provides 1:1 support and peer learning opportunities to the full team participates as we work to incorporate DEI into all aspects of our work and workplace. The team also established an equity position on the Alliance Board, created a DEI roadmap and work plan, and provided learning opportunities to the Global Hub through two DEI sessions at the 2021 Alliance Annual Meeting.

EVIDENCE-BASED DECISION MAKING
The Alliance hosted a strategy series to determine what work the Global Hub believed to be of greatest importance for the Alliance to take up. The community also collaborated to set the Alliance’s long-term environmental and social goals.
LOOKING AHEAD

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS IN 2022

Launching revised FIP Guidelines with Network meetings and surveys in Bahasa, English and Spanish

Co-creating a vision for all seafood that outlines the desired future for environmental and social responsibility and the roles of various stakeholders in the movement

Hosting priority topic discussions with calls to action on environmental and social topics that advance the Global Hub’s work toward the Alliance 2030 goals

Finalizing the 2030 Alliance social responsibility goals and reporting on progress against the goals twice a year

ALLIANCE ANNUAL MEETING 2021

Thanks to our everyone that spent the week with us! A reminder that all registrants have full access to event recordings through February 2022. Catch up on the sessions you missed and relive your favorite moments — click here.

We’ll see you next year!